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CLO Implementation – Staff Recommendation 
June-2021 

 

RECOMMENDATION:  Approve a $125 million commitment to Sycamore Tree CLO Fund, L.P. and a $125 million 
allocation to Neuberger Berman ($100 million will initially be deployed to invest in CLOs, $25 million will be reserved as 
uncalled capital for opportunistic deployment). 
 
ASSET CLASS:  CLOs (Income Bucket).  The target allocation for CLOs will be 2% effective July 1, 2021.  
 
PORTFOLIO FIT:  The Income Bucket is required to assume a considerable, but not unreasonable, level of risk in order 
to achieve its investment objectives of earning a meaningful yield premia over investment grade fixed income investments 
and producing a stable income stream.  The recommended allocations to Sycamore Tree and Neuberger Berman would 
provide ERSRI with exposure to CLO equity and mezzanine tranches, which have historically enjoyed a substantial yield 
advantage over investment grade credit markets.   
 
PROCESS:  CLO investing offers a wide variety of multi-dimensional implementation options across different tranches of 
the capital structure, strategy types, and fund structures with varying degrees of fees and liquidity.  Staff, in conjunction 
with NEPC, has reviewed a large number of CLO strategies offered by CLO collateral managers and 3rd party CLO investors.  
NEPC and Staff aimed to identify an implementation strategy that balances return potential against the risks/costs associated 
with different strategy features (control vs. minority equity, collateral manager vs. 3rd party, new issue vs. secondary, 
evergreen vs. drawdown vs. SMA, etc.).   
 
When paired, the recommended Sycamore Tree and Neuberger Berman CLO implementation has been customized 
to fit ERSRI’s investment objectives.  The strategies are implemented via a fee efficient structure that employs tactics 
to mitigate risks connected with various CLO strategy features. 
 
IMPLEMENTATION:   
 
Neuberger Berman – The $125mm investment will be scaled to long-term strategy targets of 60% Neuberger Berman CLO 
Equity/40% 3rd party CLO Mezzanine Debt over an initial 2.5 year ramp-up period within a Separately Managed Account 
(“SMA”).  $100mm of the $125mm initial investment will be invested in 3rd party CLO Mezzanine Debt, which will be sold 
down to its 40% long-term strategy allocation over the ramp-up period to fund programmatic allocations to Neuberger 
Berman CLO Equity (along with reinvestment proceeds).  $25mm of the $125mm investment will be reserved as uncalled 
capital for opportunistic deployment as appropriate.  The $25mm will also serve as a liquidity buffer to fund Neuberger 
Berman CLO Equity purchases in the event that the market conditions limit the strategy’s ability to liquidate of 3rd party 
CLO Mezzanine Debt at reasonable levels.  The SMA will invest in Neuberger Berman CLO Equity alongside their US 
CLO Equity Fund, NBLA II (i.e., all future deals in NBLA II).  The SMA structure gives ERSRI the ability to adjust the 
strategy’s target mix between CLO Equity and CLO Mezzanine Debt as desired. 
 
Sycamore Tree – ERSRI will commit $125mm to Sycamore Tree CLO Fund (“the Fund”), a GP/LP drawdown vehicle.  
The proposal incorporates favorable strategic partner economics, which have the ability to meaningfully and positively 
impact potential returns to ERSRI. Capital will be invested in Sycamore Tree majority-control equity in addition to 
Sycamore and 3rd party CLO Debt in accordance with the Fund’s terms.  
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RISK MITIGATION: 

Enterprise Risk – While Sycamore Tree boasts a highly experienced team in terms of CLO issuance and management, as 
a start up firm they do not currently manage a CLO and are in the process of introducing their CLO business.  Sycamore’s 
ability to successfully grow the business can impact ERSRI’s investment.   Sycamore enterprise risk is mitigated by pairing 
their strategy with Neuberger Berman, who manages a robust $16B CLO platform with over 15 years of experience 
managing and investing in CLOs.  Neuberger’s CLO team is also backed by the resources of Neuberger Berman’s ~$45B 
Non-IG platform.  Enterprise risk is further diversified through each manager’s investments in 3rd party CLOs. 

Collateral Risk – CLO collateral, which consists of speculative grade loans, is a key driver of CLO Equity risk and return. 
The proposed implementation focuses on underlying collateral quality management to help provide downside risk 
mitigation. 

Neuberger Berman – Neuberger is widely regarded as a conservative CLO manager who targets avoidance of 
default by investing in larger more liquid securities relative to peers.  Neuberger’s portfolios are also generally 
lower spread and higher quality.  

Sycamore Tree – The proposal gives ERSRI the ability to negotiate customized collateral pool guidelines. 

Capital Deployment – It can take years to develop exposure to CLO Equity through strategies, that prudently build vintage 
diversification by investing in CLO Equity over time.  The initial allocation to 3rd party CLO Mezzanine debt enabled by 
the customized Neuberger Berman SMA structure gives ERSRI immediate exposure to the CLO market while the Sycamore 
and Neuberger CLO Equity portfolios ramp-up.   

Volatility – The Income Bucket does not require the CLO allocation to serve as a primary source of portfolio liquidity. 
Illiquid fund structures and SMAs that are not subject to forced selling are appropriate for ERSRI.  

Expenses – Building diversified exposure to CLO equity can be costly, especially if implementing through a 3rd party 
manager who charges management and performance fees on top of the fees implicit within the CLO structure.  Expenses 
are reduced by investing directly in Neuberger Berman and Sycamore Tree as collateral managers.  The proposals 
incorporate additional economic enhancements: 

Neuberger Berman – The SMA structure does not allow ERSRI to benefit from fee rebate that NBLA II investors 
receive.  To help offset this, Staff and NEPC have negotiated 0% SMA-level fees on CLO Equity.  The 3rd 
party CLO Mezzanine fees have been waived on the first $25mm; the 0.50% management fee on CLO Mezzanine 
over $25mm is also viewed as favorable. 

Sycamore Tree – As noted, the proposal has been negotiated to include favorable strategic partner economics, which 
have the ability to meaningfully and positively impact return. 

FEE TERMS:  

Sycamore Tree – Management fees are 0% at the Fund Level or on warehouse management for Sycamore related assets 
(10% rebate of Sycamore Tree management fees on individual CLOs) and 0.75% on third-party Fund investments. 
Performance fees are 20% over an 8% hurdle.  ERSRI will also benefit from enhanced economics as an anchor investor. 

Neuberger Berman:  
o Neuberger Berman CLO Equity:  0% fee
o 3rd Party CLO Mezzanine Debt:  0% management fee on first $25mm, 0.50% management fee on CLO

Mezzanine Debt over $25mm
o Opportunistic:  0% management fee, 20% incentive fee after 12% IRR hurdle (no catch-up)
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SUMMARY:  The Neuberger Berman and Sycamore Tree proposals are viewed as complementary.  Together, they allow 
ERSRI to construct a CLO portfolio that invests in a mix of CLO Equity and Mezzanine Debt to help the Income Bucket 
achieve its investment objectives.  The proposals contain economic mechanisms that have the ability to meaningfully 
enhance returns.  The implementation recommendation is tailored to reflect a fee efficient solution that seeks to balance the 
risks inherent to each strategy. 


